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The story of Noah and the Flood, long remembered as the infamous and fabled Sunday school teaching, as Noah led
the pairs of animals into an Ark that he had built at the direction of God. Quite a different scenario Mark Rose
paints in this riveting read with over 360 pages, numerous endnotes and 100 images, maps and drawings, that will
grab the attention of many in The Noah Code.
The author has written a stellar read from over 30 years in the mining industry (with 20 years underground mine
technology experience for some of the largest companies and has witnessed the results of the Flood exactly as
described in the Bible) uncovering many worldwide findings that concur, a widespread cataclysm did in fact take
place. Presenting firm Biblical evidence of the Flood account as stated in Genesis, the author presents a fascinating
read through geological, archaeological and paleontological findings, accumulating throughout the entire globe, that
tell a story – “dead bones don’t lie.” This worldwide flood changed the entire history of mankind (not to mention
the landscape of this present Earth), as Rose gives account to the man Noah who through obedience, fortitude and
faith saved all of mankind. What an amazing legacy. What an amazing story that lives on. Find out what that
means to you today as God calls all men into “covenant” with him to escape “judgment.” Riveting and fast-paced,
this read is not only challenging, but thought-provoking, tearing down evolution at its core.
With an amazing ability to reiterate Scripture, coupled with years of research and knowledge, the author is wellqualified to bring a huge case against the origin of man and evolution theories as he presents the story of the Genesis
Flood for all to ponder – first Noah’s response and then the world’s response that closely parallel today’s inhabitants
– “As in the days of Noah.” Find out what this means to you and for those living in our world today. Does history
not repeat itself?
This is a must-read. If you have ever wonder why Noah is important to us in this day, come and read this book that
will open many eyes to turn back to the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. I truly thank God for this book.
For more information about Author Mark Rose and the book, visit The Noah Code. You may also visit Mark
on Facebook.
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